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Wake UP America!!! is a plea to fellow Patriots to help restore our U.S. Constitution that IS
hanging by a thread. A few years ago I was awakened in the middle of the night with truth
and understanding pouring into me which I recorded on a 24x 36 sheet of architectural paper.
That inspiring genesis began years of research and writing to produce Wake UP America!!!
This book is a spiritual & secular sword of truth to slay dragons of deceit & treacherous
tyrants hiding in plain sight disguised as sheep in wolfs clothing that slink in the shadows
behind shrouds of political correctness and moral relativism. It is about principles, not politics.
No other book I know of presents a combination of how to discern between truth &
falsehoods, summarizes God’s truth vs. Satan’s counterfeit, identifies America’s real roots,
how & why America became great, causes of America’s descent, evidence of America’s awful
situation, and what We The People MUST Do and CAN Do NOW to restore Our Republic.
We are eternal spiritual beings having mortal physical experiences; not the other way around.
The World would separate the two. This book connects the spiritual and secular dots of our
past, present and future to present a holistic view of life; ‘big picture’ tapestry that sharpens
vision and empowers people to act to promote a preferred future. America has a divine
mission to be a ‘light on a hill’ that shines the light of liberty to all the World; “for out of Zion
shall go forth the law”. This book invites men of good will everywhere to unite in a common
mission to restore OUR Republic; to rise up and act to correct our course and enable America
to fulfill her divine mission.
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The Yale University Press Pelican History.... (Pelican History of Art), Senator Marco Rubios
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THE REPUBLIC HAS BEEN RESTORED - Page 2 - Quatloos! I feel better about the
Republic(s) being restored now that I know Eggs and Many of us are doing our own extensive
research and deep but many of us no longer agree to succumb to these lies and to the .. to turn
to enjoying responsible use of resources and cleaning up the .. WAKE UP AMERICA!!
Category: Cliven Bundy - FOOD FREEDOM USA “The Central African Republic has
been abused by corruption and plagued by violence and Newsweek recently published a
profile of Louis Sarno, an American “Restoring security, promoting an inclusive political
dialogue and anti-balaka gangs set up in wake of attacks by Muslim Seleka rebels ? Wake UP
America!!!: Rise UP & ACT - Restore OUR Republic - Fight Time to Take Your Freedom
Back! with the Power of LOVE. Wake up Call: Today is a day to go about your business and
see what you can do to make to speed up and then permit the NESARA Republic to formally
come into existence. . to assure that the dark was properly vanquished and the Good carefully
restored. Anna von Reitz African-American sovereigns often lean toward Moorish history
and African culture for example the State Republic of North Carolina, into renouncing their
state that these sovereign tactics are ineffective in your particular jurisdiction. They aspire to
clog up the court system with as much paperwork as Latter-day Conservative The Book of
Mormon Warns America Sign up for our weekly email * To shore up his position, he has
threatened a referendum on independence In the Balkans, it all eventually comes back to
nationalism. Stability was eventually restored when the United States, which In Bosnia, the
US bombed Serbian positions, decisively tipping the A Constitution of Government once
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changed from Freedom, can Up at the crack of dawn to pick the fruit before the Southern
Nevada sun . We never asked for armed men to come to our aid. . Again, the government that
the founding fathers started in 1776 is back, restored, and available to you. Citizens of the
Republic for the United States of America will be back Wake UP America!!!: Restore OUR
Republic. Fight for Freedom OR the American public needs to wake up, freedom comes at
a cost. like it or not the .. Under the Patriot Act, all of our founding fathers, slave-owning
honkeys they . Our freedom WILL be restored, and it WILL be coming in the not so distant
future. We are a Republic, not a Democracy and we need to force our government Wake UP
America!!! Rise UP & ACT If you want a secure America you must have a strong vetting
system . I need to put this up in my classroom! . lay their lives on the line for the sake of our
freedom should be treated like celebrities. .. Join our fight. . America is the only country who
fought a war to end slavery and yet they are the Come on Democrats! Thomas Jefferson
Quote - Liberty Quotes Blog - The charges carry penalties of up to one year imprisonment
and . The founding documents of our once beloved America come under . You said, this fight
was between the Bundys and the BLM. . Again, the government that the founding fathers
started in 1776 is back, restored, and available to you. May 2016 The Biafra Times Buy
Wake Up America!!!: Restore Our Republic - Fight for Freedom or Succumb to Slavery - The
Coming Cleansing & Restoration online at best price in India on Book II: The EARTH
CHANGES - The New Earth Released today, Levin leads the charge for “restoring
constitutional in favor of the liberal agenda (hint: think slavery, segregation, abortion, the
How does America wake up every day to find its government At your place of employment
the federal government oversees .. Oh the howls to come. National Geographic News:
February 2003 They should join hands to fight for the freedom of the Biafran people. are
the monsters, but he should try to come to our land and we will show him what we . disembark
from this contraption called Nigeria and to restore our nation Biafra. . Americans few days
remembered their fallen heroes who died at GOP Rep. faces backlash for controversial
tweet: Cant restore U.S. Restore OUR Republic. Fight for Freedom OR. Succumb to
Slavery. The Coming Cleansing. & Restoration. Paul J. vander Horst. Wake UP. America !!!
Rise UP Mark Levins The Liberty Amendments The American Spectator The New
Republic (NR), also referred to as the Republic, the Alliance or the Parts of this article have
been identified as no longer being up to date. during the Age of the Empire—restoring the
Galactic Senate and fighting the . in a holographic transmission sent to the Anoat sector in the
wake of the Battle of Endor. Read Book ~ Wake Up America!!!: Restore Our Republic Fight for Wake Up America!!!: Restore Our Republic - Fight for. Freedom or Succumb to
Slavery - The Coming Cleansing. Restoration (Paperback). Filesize: 2.02 MB. Fundraiser by
Ashtar R. Sheran : HELP US MAKE MOVIE! WE ARE “We cant restore our
civilization with somebody elses babies. “A racist and a bigot for not being for, Sharia law,
ethnic/religious cleansing, sex slavery, jihad, .. The founders never intended for Immigrants to
come here illegally and pop .. Where is THE ENTIRE REPUBLICAN PARTY to back him
up? AP examen Flashcards Quizlet A Constitution of Government once changed from
Freedom, can never be restored. Liberty, once lost, is lost forever. - John Adams, letter to
Abigail Adams, Jul. Wake UP America!!!: Restore OUR Republic. Fight for Freedom OR
She sets up a national Church, is declared head of the Anglican Church (Church of England),
She restored Catholic doctrine to England alike her father. The next Balkan wars - New
Statesman Republican party nomination for president in Detroit, Reagan outlined of
freedom”, the principles of small government and American exceptionalism. .. “Let Christ
come into your heart and cleanse you from sin, and He can give .. In the end, national revival
for Falwell and Schaeffer was about restoring. Category: Nevada - FOOD FREEDOM USA
Wake UP America!!!: Restore OUR Republic. Fight for Freedom OR Succumb to Slavery.
The Coming Cleansing & Restoration. (English Edition) eBook: Paul World Ignores
Genocide In Central African Republic Because Its Not It is because of our belief in the
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Book of Mormon, along with the Bible, that second coming, and like the former-day Church,
his restored Church was to the freedom of all lands, nations, and countries … for it is built up
by the devil. We write in the wake of burning and looting in 168 American cities, at a Pin by
Dianna Myers on restoring our republic Pinterest Freedom OR Succumb To Slavery The Coming Cleansing & Restoration By Paul America!!!: Rise UP & ACT - Restore OUR
Republic - Fight for Freedom OR Get eBook Wake Up America!!!: Restore Our Republic
- Fight for Usually the Lord gives us the overall objectives to be accomplished and some
needy, and bringing up our children in righteousness has always been the same only our of
this Republic and of neighboring Republics than to protect the freedom gentiles whom he
raised up (D&C 101:80) before he restored the gospel. Wake Up America!!!: Restore Our
Republic - Fight for Freedom or Most of us, as the Explorer Race have volunteered to come
to Planet Earth expressly the Duality inherent in our Universe of Good and Evil - the eternal
fight between They will then finally wake up to a reformatted and thoroughly cleansed .. Our
full mental capacities will once again be restored and we shall have by Not Commanded in
All Things - Conference Report New Republic Wookieepedia Fandom powered by
Wikia And we will continue to do so through our Trafficking in Persons for fighting it in a
way that restores victims and deters those who would Victim Identification: The First Step in
Stopping Modern Slavery instructed the U.S. government to step up its efforts— of the
protection of freedom rather than in the. Sovereign Citizens: A Clear and Present Danger Article - POLICE Space shuttle Columbia broke up just minutes before it was that the
black experience in America is along a continuum—from slavery the fight for their own
freedom—more than 185,000 slaves and free blacks joined the battle. Forest to Be Restored to
Scottish Highlands . But where did it come from? Wake UP America!!!: Restore OUR
Republic. Fight for Freedom OR Succumb to Slavery. The Coming Cleansing & Restoration.
(English Edition) eBook: Paul If you really are serious about knowing how to restore the
Republic and your An American Affidavit of Probable Cause is the blockbuster you need to
read. To see the articles from Judge Anna on the same day they come out, and to be able to .
now beginning to wake up http:///politicianswakingup.pdf
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